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Data Plus partners with Compleat Software as their Purchasing & AP 

automation partner 
 

N. CHELMSFORD, MA, January 25, 2023.  Data Plus today announced a partnership with 
Compleat Software. This partnership will give Data Plus’s customers access to best-in-class 
digital invoice capture, accounts payable and purchase to pay automation.  

“Compleat’s groundbreaking technologies make it not only possible but also very 
inexpensive for all our customers to integrate their online buying with their preferred 
suppliers,” said Bruce Bensetler, CEO of Data Plus. “In 2024, hoteliers should not have to use 
multiple platforms to achieve a P2P task delivering total visibility and control to the 
approvers, budget holders and finance, while saving everyone a huge amount of time.”  

“We’re delighted to partner with Data Plus with their 30 years’ experience delivering 
accounting solutions in the Hospitality sector” says Annabel Sim, VP of Global Sales at 
Compleat Software. “Their expertise and reputation will be a driving force for delivering 
additional levels of automation to hotels in the US, through both automating invoice data 
capture and accounts payable and being ahead of the curve by delivering integrated online 
buying to key vendors their customers purchase from’’.  

The new partnership will bring new capabilities to customers including: 

• Purchase requisitions and dynamic approvals. 
• Fully integrated online buying capabilities for Amazon Business, American Hotel 

Register, US Foods, Office Depot, Guest Supply and many more. 
• Digital Invoice capture (powered by AI) and AP Automation.  
• Visit www.dphs.com to begin your journey. 

About Data Plus 

With over 30 years of experience in the Hospitality Industry, Data Plus has developed a 
scalable accounting platform that is unparalleled in the marketplace. Combining localization 
across 21 time zones with connectivity to over 250 systems ensures that Data Plus will meet 
the needs of the most complex requirement. In 2024, Data Plus will continue the rollout of 
the 9th generation of its software reengineered for the web using JavaScript and adding 
multilanguage capability to its robust multicurrency capabilities.  



About Compleat Software: Compleat Software is a global SaaS company providing leading 
edge AP Automation and P2P “Purchase-to-Pay” solutions that offer the next generation 
automation at an affordable cost for the SME market. Delivering a single seamless, 
paperless process that incorporates e-invoicing, dynamic approval workflow, online buying, 
purchase order and 2 or 3-way matching.  

 

 

 


